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Chairman’s Report:
Dear Friends,
It is with great pride that I can tell you that the Friends Volunteers have been nominated for the
“Queens Award to Volunteers”. If we are honoured with the award, it will be in recognition of all
the voluntary work undertaken by the Friends from the very start, up to today.
I would like to thank all the volunteers past and present for their dedication, enthusiasm and hard
work in giving their time and expertise to the Villa.
Alan Titchmarsh along with Alison his wife visited the Villa on the 14th June 2014 to formally open
the Cobnut plantation and the mini vineyard next to the cob plantation.
Russell and Sarah, the owners of Adgestone Vineyard, have planted 120 vines to be part of the
outdoor education area. Alan also presented a tree sponsorship certificate to Brading and St
Helens primary schools. In turn, John Hardy the Head of the Gardening team, presented Alan
with a sponsorship certificate as a thank you for opening the plantation.
You may have noticed how well the mosaics are being displayed under the new lighting system.
The FBRV have Sponsored an LED system of lighting in the museum. Volunteers also helped to
install the framing. Not only is this new system vastly improving the visual effect when viewing the
mosaics, it is saving on the power consumption of the museum, and the supplier has stated that
the total cost of the system should be recouped within 18 months.
Our next projects are to sponsor the updating of the signage in the museum, and the garden
team will be marking out the outline of the North range of the Villa using Sir Barry’s updated
ground plan. The markings for the South range will be refreshed.
I’m pleased to tell you that the research library is now open for the loan of books and DVDs, all of
which have been donated to the Friends.
We have continued to hold a coffee morning on the first Tuesday of the month, where you can
come along to the Villa to meet some of your trustees, and catch up with other members of the
Friends (let’s not forget the cake).
I’m sad to tell you that two Trustees have retired from the board. Ivan Harwood has retired as
Head Guide and Harry Harrison has retired as our Treasurer. I would like to thank both Ivan and
Harry for giving their time, help and expertise to the Villa. They will be greatly missed by their
friends and colleagues.
Pat Barber has been elected by the Guides to be the new Head Guide and John Bryant is acting
Treasurer.
I would like to end by thanking you for your continuing support of the FBRV, and to thank the volunteers/trustees who give their time and energy in many ways in order to help the Villa function
as a first class museum and visitor attraction.

David Reeves, Chairman FBRV

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Advance Notice
The next AGM of the Friends will take place on
Saturday 21 February 2015 at 3.30pm at the Villa
Please make a note of this date now and come along on the day to support your Trustees.
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Friends of Brading Roman Villa Research Library
The research library is now open, containing
books and DVDs, all of which have been
donated to the Friends. You will find the new
display case at the back of the café. We have
limited the contents to cover the Iron Age,
Romans, Saxons along with the Greeks and
Egyptians.
The intention is to offer a resource for FBRV
and history students to be able to use the
contents in furthering their knowledge and
education regarding the ancient world.
If you wish to borrow a book or spend time in
the café browsing, you will need to show an up
to date FBRV membership card. A key is
available at the Villa reception.
We are working on the honesty principle so
when borrowing a book or DVD can you please
enter the date, your name and the title of the
book in the red note book that is kept in the
book case, and please remember to enter the
date of return. It is hoped that a list of books will
soon be available on the Friends website.
If you are doing research at the villa and need
to access the internet, you can use your own
laptop or we have a laptop available to use.
Unfortunately the laptop is not available to take
off site. If you use the laptop, please also enter
your name and date in the note book. This will
help us to monitor the use. The Wi-Fi code is
available from the reception staff.

BRITISH MUSEUM DAY TRIP
Wednesday 26th November 2014
It’s 5am…..the alarm is going
off…..all of a sudden I realise today is
the day, the long excitedly, anticipated
day has arrived……it’s the trip I have
been looking forward to, British
Museum here I come.
I’ve got myself ready and arrived at
designated pick up point, the coach
arrives, on time, all aboard and even
though it’s still dark and dreary
outside, the coach heads off to the
next pick up and once everyone is on
board we head over to the ferry.
What more can one say about the
ferry, it gets us to the mainland and

Note: as the book case is at the back of the
café there may be occasions when the room is
divided to accommodate school parties. If you
are making a special visit to use the library, it is
advised that you phone the Villa reception to
see if the library is available.

Librarian Christine Elliott:
library@bradingromanvilla.org.uk
Villa reception: 01983 406 223.

we arrive in London at around
10.45am. After a first glimpse of the
outside of the British Museum, which
is a very imposing building, we enter
to be even more over awed, the
central atrium is stunning.
We begin our ‘long’ day by starting
in room 6, early Greece and just
following our noses, going from one
room to another to yet
another…….each room leads onto the
next………….and the next and so
on….with up to 100 rooms to view!
The British Museum is the home to
many beautiful exhibits, large and
small. Greek, Roman, Japanese and
Egyptian………to name but a
few……….the place itself is so large
you would need to spend a week or
3

more to see it all. After a few rooms of
exhibits, we come upon the Gallery
café, a welcome break and we’ve only
been here an hour or so. Ah a nice
cup of English breakfast tea and a
plan to see what else this amazing
building has to offer us. Tea break
over back we head from where we
came and find ourselves in the room
that houses exhibits from Roman
Britain and the Sutton Hoo Ship
Burial……………there really is so
much to see and take in………….
By the time we finish seeing the
exhibits, time for a bit of shopping,
Liberty is only 15 minutes’ walk away,
but no we browse the extensive shop
in the Great Court of the British
(Continued on page 14)
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Vineyards on Roman Wight
It's funny how one simple
question can spark a trail. The
small new vineyard at the Villa
has aroused much interest
from visitors over the summer
and when guiding I have been
asked a number of times
whether there was ever a
vineyard at Brading in the
Roman period. The truthful
answer is there is no evidence
but, as the climate then was
much the same as it is now,
and the Adgestone vineyard
just across the road is thriving,
it is possible.

imported in large ceramic jars
(amphorae) although wooden
barrels are known. A small
group of potters in Middlesex
were making a local form of
amphora in the late firstcentury which suggests the
presence of a commercial
vineyard - or group of small
vineyards - in Britain at this
time. It is thought that sheltered
slopes around St Albans may
have provided the wine and
that the distribution was aimed
at the new towns of London
and Colchester where pieces of
these amphorae have been
And then, one day in August, found.
one visitor scratched his head
and followed up with a second However, what evidence there
question: was there any is for the growing of grapes in
evidence
for
a vineyard Britain is limited and the
anywhere on the Island in the vineyards discovered appear to
Roman period.....?
have been short-lived ventures.
Although small vineyards to
wine
for
home
Archaeological evidence provide
consumption may have existed,
of Roman vineyards
Physical evidence of vineyards viticulture was labour intensive
is hard to detect in the and the ease of importing good
archaeological record. If the wine from the Continent
dissuaded
instructions of the Roman p r o b a b l y
p r o d uc t i o n .
writer Columella were observed c o m m e r c i a l
flat-bottomed trenches 1m wide Amphorae sherds found on the
and 5m apart with postholes at Island show that wine was
1.5m intervals for vine supports imported during the Iron Age
will be found. Grape pollen and and right through the Roman
evidence of a wine press close period.
by would clinch it. Suitable
trenches have been found in Domitian and Probus
Lincolnshire but lack of other Further barriers to the planting
vine evidence may suggest of vineyards outside Italy were
they formed part of a planned imposed by the Emperor
orchard not a vineyard, and Domitian in AD92. Thirteen
grape pips found at Silchester, years previously the eruption of
London, York and other Mount Vesuvius had destroyed
settlements may just indicate not only the vineyards on its
imported raisins. The best slopes but also the warehouses
evidence so far for Roman in Herculaneum and Pompeii
vineyards in Britain comes from which contained the wines from
Wollaton in Nottinghamshire the previous harvests, and the
and Irchester in Somerset, ports from which these, and the
where grape pollen has been wine from the surrounding
found in association with areas, were shipped. As a
result, wine became scarce
trenches.
and prices went through the
Wine was usually stored and roof. To cash in on this,
4

by Pat Barber

farmers put their arable fields
down to vines. So successful
were they that by AD92 wine
had become plentiful and
cheap, but food scarce and
expensive. Domitian therefore
banned the planting of new
vineyards and ordered that half
the existing vineyards outside
Rome be put back to arable. It
was not until AD277 that the
Emperor Probus repealed this
edict.

Island vineyards?

This is where Island vineyards
may come in. The majority of
Roman villas were farms which
originated in the Iron Age.
Brading, of course, is a good
example with the Iron Age
settlement by the car park
excavated by Barry Cunliffe in
2010. The only Roman villa on
the Island which does not, on
coin or pottery evidence,
appear to have an Iron Age or
first-century AD origin, is the
villa at Rock, near Brighstone.
This was built between AD275300, just at the time when
vineyards could once more be
planted in the provinces.

Rock Roman villa

The villa at Rock was first
discovered in the 1830s and
excavated in 1975 when
renewed ploughing threatened
the remains. It was a simple
corridor villa approximately
28m by 10m and surrounded
by a ditch at the sides and
back. The front corridor gave
access to five back rooms and
a small projecting wing was
later added on the east front.
However, within a hundred
years of its construction the
villa was in a poor state of
repair; the roof over the central
rooms had already fallen in and
a corn dryer, like the one at
Brading, had been dug into one
of them.
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Rock Roman vineyard?

So was there a vineyard at
Rock?
The
evidence
is
circumstantial and, as with a lot
of archaeological excavations,
is open to interpretation.
Certainly, the villa was built at
the right time and in the right
place: at the end of the thirdcentury
AD
when
the
prohibition on the planting of
new vineyards had just been
lifted, and on previously
unoccupied land beneath south
-facing slopes geologically
suited to grapevine growing.
The archaeological evidence
centres on the interpretation of
a circular stone and flint
structure built close to the
centre front of the villa, just
outside the outer corridor wall.
In the excavation report this is
interpreted as the base of a
large hand rotary grain mill, an
interpretation backed up by the
remains of quern and mill
stones found nearby. Its
closeness to the corridor would
have necessitated the partial
demolition of this wall for the
mill to be used effectively: this
is indeed what the excavations
showed but, as the report adds,
this damage could have been
caused by later ploughing
which is known to have

damaged other parts of the villa was the site of a winery
villa.
with
associated
storage
facilities. This latter idea may
The specialist pottery report, be slightly fanciful: storage
however,
highlights
the facilities suggest a commercial
unusually high numbers of venture and if wine is being
flagon and strainer fragments stored, how is it going to get
found and suggests these may from Rock to the point of sale?
relate to some specialist
activity carried on at the site. In So was there a Roman
the light of this, a later paper vineyard on the Isle of Wight?
interprets the circular stone The jury's still out on that one!
structure as the base of a wine
press concluding that the Rock

Rock
Roman Villa

The West Range at Brading, and Rock drawn to a common scale
Brading redrawn from B. Cunliffe The Roman Villa at Brading, Isle of
Wight (2013) p.104 fig. 5.23; Rock redrawn from Britannia vol. 7
(1976) p.369 fig. 25

Bibliography and Further Reading:
Alcock, J.P. (2001) Food in Roman Britain Tempus
Cunliffe, B. (2013) The Roman Villa at Brading, Isle of Wight OUSA
Lyne, M.A.B. (c.1977) 'The Pottery' in Tomalin D.J., Rock Roman Villa
excavation report

unpublished

Lyne, M.A.B.
(c.2006)
'Roman Wight' in the Solent-Thames Research Framework
www.oxfordarchaeology.com/images/pdfs/Solent_Thames/County_resource_
assessments/Roman_IoW.pdf (accessed 26 August 2014)
Tomalin, D.J. (1976) 'Rock Roman Villa' in Britannia vol. 7, 367-369
Tomalin D.J. (c. 1977) Rock Roman Villa unpublished excavation report
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QuayCrafts at Brading Roman Villa
Art and Archaeology

QuayCrafts is a group of artists based on the
Isle of Wight, working in a range of craft
media.
QuayCrafts members were delighted to be
invited by Brading Roman Villa to bring their
recently expanded exhibition, entitled Art and
Archaeology, back to the Island for its second
successful showing since it was seen at the
Red House Museum in Christchurch. The
project is unique in that it is believed to be the
first time a group of artists have worked in
close collaboration with an archaeological dig.
The site at Damerham in Hampshire contains
two 6,000 year old tombs and other associated
earthworks. It was discovered and excavated
by a team led by Dr Helen Wickstead,
archaeologist and lecturer at Kingston
University, London.

approaches to the subject of Archaeology, that
go well beyond simply recording or illustrating
the excavation process. The artists have
developed work that is both conceptual and
interpretive, visually unified by the colour and
textural qualities of the earth and landscape
but also by a concern to understand and
reveal something of the philosophy and
methodology of archaeological practice. The
use of art media ranges from printmaking and
textiles to glass and ceramics and some of the
material combinations are unconventional and
experimental. In one piece, all eight artists
have collaborated to reproduce a section from
a photographic aerial view of the site with
earthworks superimposed by the archaeologist
Martyn Barber. On show are also a number of
sketchbooks that reveal some of the artists’
working processes.

QuayCrafts members were invited to attend
the dig site during the summer of 2013 in order
to record the dig through drawing and
photography, and their photographic record of
this visit may be seen displayed on the digital
screens in the gallery at the Villa.

QuayCrafts artists are continuing to develop
new pieces in addition to the work already
produced, as the exhibition will continue on to
Kingston
University
early
in
2015.
It is envisaged that there will be a publication
documenting the project and the artworks.

What is immediately apparent on viewing the
body of work as a whole is the wide variety of

Pictures by Minette Dogilewski
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Pictures of general views by Mandy Bangerter
Pictures of individual works are by Chris Lines
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Introduction to Spencer Brown
Brading Roman Villa’s new
Education Officer
I taught History for 25 years at
Sandown High School and the fates
smiled and brought me to work here.
I am doing a number of jobs. As
education officer I am responsible for
getting schools to use the villa for
their school trips. The role the villa
plays in History curriculum is clear
and to facilitate it, I have worked with
schools to develop a series of
lessons based around their trip.
These lessons place the villa in its
historic context, however they also
allow the school to deliver parts of
the Geography curriculum. This
means that schools visits have a
common pattern but are individually
planned. School parties are divided
into small groups of 10 to 15 pupils
to improve the quality of their visit. I
have been able to do this because a
number you who volunteer as guides
have offered to help with school
groups too.
The ‘awe and
excitement’ shown by primary school
pupils makes it very rewarding to
help schools. If you’d like to help,
why not ask one of those who’ve
already supported the teachers on a
visit?
Another aspect of the villa that I am
developing is as an arts venue. In
October many of you will have been
entranced by Pat Clarke’s exhibition
in the café.
Since then, the
remodelling of the shop means that

there is an additional space for
exhibitions. I have contacted nearly
one hundred artists on the island and
in a couple of weeks have secured
nearly a dozen of them for
exhibitions in 2015. For example at
Easter Lyndy Moles is exhibiting her
tactile work. It is essential that this is
touched, so it is ideal for the visually
impaired and the Island RNIB are
enthusiastic about attending and are
going to put the descriptions into
braille. I hope to see as many of the
friends as possible coming to see
their local artists’ work.
There are two exhibitions I’d like
your help with.
Firstly, until
Christmas 2014 we have an
exhibition on the role of the Post
Office in World War One. It has
some artefacts from the national
collection, but it would be great if we
could add to it. So if you have an
object with a history to tell about
World War One, why not loan it to
our collection. It will be displayed
securely in the strong room and you
can explain it connection with you.
An exhibition for 2015 that I would
like your help with is one to celebrate
70 years since the end of World War
Two. What I would like is your
photographs of Brading taken since
1945, with a little about what was
happening when they were taken.
The Isle of Wight Photographic

Society are willing to take a
photograph from the same point
today, to show how Brading has
changed.
Both will then be
displayed side by side on a giant
map of Brading. Appeals for both of
these exhibitions have appeared in
the County Press and will soon be
‘On The Wight’.
It is clear from all of this that I, like
you, am aiming to preserve the villa,
engage the community and secure
its future. I look forward to meeting
you when you are next in the villa for
your usual role or perhaps at one of
the exhibitions that will be enlivening
the café and foyer.

Spencer Brown
Education Officer

Opening of the Cob plantation..
On the 14th June 2014, Alan Titchmarsh along with his
wife Alison visited the Villa. Over 150 people came along
on the day to see Alan formally open the Cobnut plantation
and the mini vineyard next to the cob plantation.
Russell and Sarah the owners of Adgestone Vineyard
have planted 120 vines to be part of the outdoor education
area.
Alan also presented a tree sponsorship certificate to
Brading and St Helens primary schools, giving the children
a stake in the plantation and its ongoing success. In turn
John Hardy the Head of the Gardening team presented

Alan Titchmarsh with members of the
Villa Gardening Team
8
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Alan with a sponsorship certificate as a thank you for
opening the plantation. After the presentations Alan mixed
with the visitors answering their gardening questions.

Alan Titchmarsh with Peter Scott admiring Peter’s
carving of a squirrel in the Cob Plantation

Alan Titchmarsh with representatives from Brading &
St Helens Primary Schools

Cobnut Tree Sponsorship
In order to maintain the Cobnut Plantation and the surrounding landscape, a tree sponsorship
scheme has been set up. This will enable people to sponsor as many trees as they wish, at a
cost of £50 per tree.
A sponsorship board is being set up in the reception area of the Villa to display individual’s names
and the number of the tree being sponsored. You can have your name on the board and receive
a sponsorship certificate or sponsor a tree in the name of a loved one.
Sponsorship forms are available at the villa or email: friends@bradingromanvilla.org.uk

Interesting Finds from the Oglander Collection
While rummaging around among the
documents of the Oglander Collection
at the IW County Record Office, I
came across the sale particulars for
1882 Auction at which Lady Ogiander
bought Lot 8, which was the part of
the Villa site on land belonging to the
Munns family. I have produced two
scanned images for Nuntius: the 1st is
the front page the sales brochure; this
gives the date of the sale. The 2nd
shows the sales blurb for Lot 8. It's all
there for you to read.
In the same document box I also
came across a pamphlet recording the
names of donors to the building fund
for Church of St John the Evangelist
at Sandown. This happened at about
the same time. From the cafe at the
Villa today we can look across to the

Church and imagine the time in 1882
when that church was newly built and
our Villa was newly excavated. By that
time all sorts of people had flocked to
visit the site, including Queen Victoria.
The railway station at Sandown had
been built in 1864 and was originally
surrounded by fields but the town was
developing fast - hence the need for a
Church to cater for the new
population.
So, what was I doing at the Record
Office that lead me to come across
these documents?
Since mid-June I have been working
on a huge project at the Record
Office: that is to re-arrange all the
documents in the whole Oglander
Collection so that they are housed in
the order that they feature in the
9

Index. The brown cardboard boxes
that have housed the documents
since the 1960's were numbered from
1 to 120, so there were a dauntingly
large number of boxes to deal with. I
needed to do my work on a Tuesday,
when the Record Office is closed to
the public, so that I could spread
boxes and documents all over the
Record Ofﬁce tables. As I write at the
beginning of December I am pleased
to say that I have just finished the
process of re~packing all the
documents into their new boxes. Now
I have to go through them again,
checking for missing items and
conservation concerns. There are still
lots of boxes but I can now work on
them one at a time.
(Continued on page 13)
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Tony Rook recently lectured at the Villa regarding Roman Hypocausts and Baths. Tony is a
building technologist. He was an extramural tutor in archaeology for three universities and has
degrees in science, archaeology and local history.
His lecture was a sell-out, so, for those members who could not attend Tony has kindly supplied
an article covering aspects of his lecture
Ideas about Hypocausts and Baths.
Most readers of this newsletter will, I’m sure, be
better informed than the man who came to
service my central heating yesterday. He didn’t
know what a hypocaust was. This article is not
intended to be authoritative but is intended to
promote some discussion, even some research.
If any reader wants to disagree with what I have
said, suggest ideas or information, or to know
where I found mine, I shall be happy to help. My
email address is: tony.rook@virgin.net.
Bathing was the Roman occupation. Almost
every ‘Roman’ site in Britain has its suite of
baths, if you can find it. It is, however, often
difficult to interpret how it worked or how it was
used, although Archaeologists might confidently
label a room to convince us and maybe
themselves,. Perhaps they are like doctors, who
make us feel better by telling us – in Latin what we are suffering from!
Before the Romans, in order to get clean the
ancient Greeks and the Etruscans used the
application of oil, followed by scraping with a
curved implement called a strigil,. This works
best if one is sweating, and the possible origin
of baths might be rooms, heated by a fire, or a
brazier. Vitruvius, writing just before the end of
the first century B.C., describes the circular
laconicum. Archaeological evidence tells us that
this room was Hellenistic (pre-Roman). The
temperature was controlled by raising and
lowering a circular metal plate which was hung
under an opening in the middle of its dome.
This implies that the source of heat is in the
room. (A reference by Vitruvius, not in
connection with baths, suggest a fire outside
which connects to the room by pipes).
A later invention was the hypocaust; the word
means (in Greek) ‘fire under’. An excavation
was made over which the floor of a room was
‘suspended’ (an unfortunate word – I have
come across an old illustration of a metal bath
tub hanging from columns!). The ‘conventional’
structure consisted of piles (pilae) of tiles eight
inches square (bessales) and about three feet
tall supporting a layer of tiles each two feet
square (bipedales) on which was the floor of the
room. There were many variations on this: early
hypocausts were less than three feet deep.
Perhaps builders found that deeper meant more

efficient (because the heat rose to the top or
perhaps it was realised that it was easier for
slaves to clean under the floors?) Often pilae
were improvised and some late hypocausts
consisted of channels, and were sometimes
‘composite’: fed from a small version of a pilaeand-bipedalis
hypocaust.
Channel
and
hypocausts were common in the cooler northern
provinces for living rooms. One appears to have
been used at Brading, however, under the hot
bath in Building 5.
The space under the floors was fed with hot
gases from a furnace, drawn there by
convection up chimneys, the evolution of which
can be suggested. The earliest ones were just
like rainwater pipes but laid with their narrow
ends upwards. Next came tegulae mammatae,
which had ‘nipples’ and were nailed to the walls.
They had been used originally to combat damp
walls by creating a cavity.

Examples of Possible tegulae hammatea and of
mammatae

Modern is ‘dry lining’, using plaster board.
Tegulae mammatae created a problem at
‘reveals’, i.e. openings for doors and windows.
This was solved Pompeii and Herculaneum by
the use of the first tubuli or ‘box flue tiles’.
These were shallow front-to-back to fit beside
the mammatae, but it must soon have been
realised that a larger version had advantages
and could be used instead of mammatae,
because they didn’t need nails since they would
stand up on their own. They were being
installed in the unfinished Central Baths at
Pompeii and in the Suburban Baths at
Herculaneum at the time of the eruption of
Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Even small fragments of
them can usually be recognised. However, they
show more variation than any other ceramic
building material. Another way of creating a
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cavity was to use ceramic bobbins which made
of fired clay actually thrown on a wheel.

A section through a
hot room in the
forum baths at
Herculaneum

Shallow box flue at the end of a row of mammatae at a
door reveal

Walls at Pompeii were smoothly plastered
before they were lined with mammatae and
although these are sometimes illustrated with
perforated nipples or notched edges to allow
nails to be used for fixing, both they and tubuli
were actually attached by nails which were
banged through them. This seems to be an
example of unintelligent bodging. Whereas the
last resort of archaeologists and scoundrels is
‘ritual’, the first resort of cowboy builders is: ‘But
we’ve always done it that way!’ This provides
an escape clause for hypocaustologists (a term
I’ve just invented to describe myself). Why do
flue tiles have rectangular holes in their sides?
They enable them to be taken from the formers
when they’re made, or because they always
made them like that? (Actually they didn’t, and
we can find tubuli of all periods without holes,
with round holes, rectangular holes, with arched
holes, with triangular holes, and decorative
holes made, butterfly-like, of two triangles
touching at their apices.). Why do tubuli have
combed or roller-patterned faces? To enable
them to key’ on to mortar? Then why are there
sites where no keying is provided?

The report on the suburban baths at
Herculaneum shows similar tunnels which lead
to a unique ‘chimney stack’ built against the city
wall, to carry smoke clear of the houses inside
it.
The baths of the House of the Silver Wedding at
Pompeii where tegulae mammatae were used,
there are opening in the walls at the tops of the
flues. It would be worthwhile looking for other
examples.

Baths of the House of the Silver Wedding. The three
upper round holes were the vents

Some examples of tubuli

One question is surprisingly difficult: how were
the chimneys vented to the outside? There is
very little evidence to help us. Except under
unusual
circumstances
few
buildings
constructed survive sufficiently high to preserve
The supposed baths in the Simpelveld Sarcophagus
the tops of the flues. Early examples can be
found, of course, at Pompeii and Herculaneum In the sarcophagus from Sipelveld is what
In the Forum Baths at Herculaneum the appears to be a depiction of a bath house.
chimney pipes went into ‘tunnels’ in the Under the eaves of the roof is a rectangular
thickness of the vaults, terminating with
(Continued on page 12)
openings in the face of the walls, like windows.
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(Continued from page 11)

opening which might be the vent from the
tepidarium,
The Hunting baths At Leptis Magna have
cylindrical pipes located over the corners of the
heated rooms, which were lined with tubuli, and
the Hadrianic Baths had similar openings in
corners and other locations. So how did the
gases get to these vents? Luckily in the annex
baths to the Hunting baths there are collecting
channels at the tops of the tubuli. They lead to
the vents and were made by laying tubuli with
one wall broken out along the top of the wall
flues, leading to the vents. Similar channels
were laid along the bottoms of windows in the
Hadrianic Baths, which suggests that this
solution was also used at the tops of the walls.
There might be other examples and there could
have been other solutions.

vague idea of what they wanted to achieve, told
by their master ‘I want one like the people next
door.’ No two are the same, and most show a
degree of bodging to make them work.
Some years ago I worked with a team which
built a small bath house for a television
programme. Restraints put on the work meant
that it asked more questions than it solved and,
unfortunately, the building is inaccessible (and
used as a shelter for sheep) in an olive grove in
Turkey, so it can’t be used for more serious
experimental archaeology. What a waste! I
should love an opportunity to design and build
another, simple suite. Suggestions welcomed.

For Further Research

I recommend my “Roman Building Techniques”
published by Amberley Publishing. ISBN978 1
I think that all the domestic baths in Britain were 4456 0149 6. If you want to see baths, “Roman
‘DIY jobs’: more or less improvised by local Baths in Britain” Shire Archaeology No 69
estate workers who might have had only a suggests where you can look.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKBc3_fKHtA
Building a Roman Bath House.

Tony Rook
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Henry's grand-mother and his greatThe whole collection of documents grand-mother had been Oglander
was at Nunwell House in 1962 when daughters that had married into the
Glynn family. At the time the Villa was
discovered, my great-grandfather was
a young, recently qualified barrister
who knew that he would eventually be
heir to the Oglander heritage on
condition that he changed his name
from Glynn to Oglander. His one
daughter, Joan, was my grandmother. My father changed his name
to Oglander under the terms of my
great grandfather's will. When I myself
married I kept my Oglander name. My
husband and I called our son Robert
Oglander and now I am grand-mother
to two little Oglander boys: George
and Sam. So hopefully the name will
carry on.
Why do we all care about this
name?
(Continued from page 9)

Front Page of Sales Brochure

my father and mother brought the
family to live there following the death
of my grand-mother, Joan. I was 11
years old. At the time the County
Record Office was housed in
Carisbrooke Castle. The documents
would have been delivered in batches
and the archive staff would have had
to cope with them as they arrived.
They would have been identified,
listed and packed away in quite a
random order. Some of the
documents were known to the family
because they had been transcribed for
The Nunwell Symphony, the book that
had been published by Cecil AspinallOglander (2nd husband of my grandmother). Others were surprise ﬁnds
packed away in boxes and trunks in
attics. The whole collection being the
result of what gets accumulated by
one family who continuously inhabit a
house over centuries.
I should explain that a bit of name
changing has been going on to keep
the Oglander name going. The Lady
Oglander of 1882 was the widow of
the last Oglander baronet. He was the
last of the male line. Being childless
he chose to leave the Isle of Wight
estate to my great-grandfather, John
Henry Oglander Glynn. Both John

Sales blurb for Lot 8

The story has to do with the
documents. The earliest of these
documents date from the 12th
century. They are title-deeds to pieces
of land in the manor of Nunwell.
Those that I have seen have legal text
in Latin, written in tiny neat
handwriting on small pieces of
parchment. It is striking that the early
documents are quite small; whereas
as time went by legal documents were
written on much larger pieces of
leather parchment.
It was my 17th century ancestor Sir
13

John Oglander who impressed on
subsequent generations the value of
their heritage. He was the ﬁrst to use
the ancient documents to produce a
family tree. We all of us have believed
that the family had come over in 1066.
Modern scholarship has debunked
that story although we have found
evidence for the existence in
Normandy of someone called Richard
d'0rglandes who lived in 1066 and
therefore might have taken part in the
battle. But Clifford Webster, the retired
County Archivist who is responsible
for indexing the Collection, has
pointed to the documentary evidence
that the family came to the Isle of
Wight as companions of Richard de
Redvers when he was made Lord of
the Island by Henry l, shortly after
1100. I may have the chance to tell
more of that story in 2016 when 950
years will have passed since the
Norman Conquest.
As I have sifted through 900 years of
paperwork, I have been struck by the
layers of telling and re-telling of
history. It's like archeology. Sir John
himself was transcribing and
translating the ancient Latin
documents, then later writers
transcribed parts of Sir John's own
writings. My great grandfather, John
Henry, has written summaries on
many of the documents, which shows
that he was using them to trace
history, then Clifford Webster as
County Archivist has been over the
same ground in his index.
Now that we are in the age of the
Internet you will not be surprised to
find that the whole of the Oglander
Collection, as indexed at the County
Record Office, is accessible on line:
typing Oglander Collection into
Google will bring up the National
Archives A2A link. But if you care to
venture down to the Record Office you
will now find everything nicely
arranged in its new boxes.

Fanny Oglander

Nuntius E4

The Art Deco City of Napier
The city of Napier is situated on the Eastern coast of
Hawkes Bay in New Zealand.

lovely to see the assistants in the museum dressed in
1930’s garb.

It is an amazing testament to the tragic events in
February 1931 when the city was virtually razed to the
ground by a devastating earthquake. Out of that huge
loss of life and dwellings there is now an amazing city
built entirely in the Art Deco style of the 1930’s.

There were dress shops, selling all 1930’s style clothes,
what a sight of amazingly glamorous party frocks and
scarves, just right for a Charleston party!
Outside our hotel was a whole group of classic cars
which could be hired to do an exploration of the city if
you felt like feeling rich for a day and doing the grand
tour in style.

Every February there is a huge festival where people
gather from all over the country for a series of organised
events.

Visiting the part of the Museum which tells the story of
the actual day in 1931 when the volcano occurred is a
must. As you would expect there are numerous stories
of outstanding bravery and many lives were saved that
day by ordinary people doing extraordinarily heroic acts
in spite of the great personal danger

Entering the city is like taking a step back in time, the
buildings are not only true to their era but on a sunny day
reflect an aura of being in the Mediterranean with the
pastel pale blues and greens and the golden sand
coloured walls. It is truly a fascinating sight.
The hotel was even more of a revelation. The lobby was
an amazing sight with magnificent statues of 1930’s
show girls holding up golden globes of light. The floor
tiles are just as beautiful with brightly coloured floor tiles.

Nevertheless out of such a tragedy has been built an
amazing city, extremely beautiful and unique.
It was a privilege to visit this lovely city and it is a fitting
tribute to the events of 1931. A truly magnificent phoenix
has arisen from the ashes of devastation.

The rooms followed the exact same style and it seemed
a pity to unpack and spoil the beauty of the room with
clutter.
Venturing back outside there is a museum of art deco
memorabilia and of course, mementoes to buy. It was

Irene Burkett

(Continued from page 3)

Museum and I settle for a couple of
tea towels and a book mark, plus the
guide book, all nicely packaged in a
British Museum cloth bag, now
everyone will know I have visited this
grand place.
We decide at about 3.15pm to head
outside and walk back to the coach as
we are both weary and aching from a
very long but very enjoyable visit.

We leave at 4pm and head back to
‘play’ with the traffic in London, as the
coach driver Paul said. After a few
slow spots, brake lights, head lights
and blue lights, well this is London,
busy place, where are all these people
travelling to?
We arrived at Red Funnel for our
return ferry and then I had a lovely
end to my already amazing day, I met
my mum’s cousin. I was bridesmaid to
14

him 43 years ago…………what an
ending to the day!
O n e f i n al t h i n g , s e r i o u s l y
recommend a visit to the British
Museum, its free entry! A BIG thank
you to the organisers of this trip. And
finally, when can we go again?
June Bryant,
Volunteer Brading Roman Villa.

Nuntius E4

Roman finds
In November 2013,

on the site of a Roman villa called Honeyditches near Seaton in
Devon, a hoard of 22,000 Roman coins was unearthed. The man who discovered the coins by
means of his metal detector, realising that he had stumbled across an important find, slept in
his car nearby for three nights in order to guard what is considered to be one of the biggest
hoards of Roman coins found in Britain. The well-preserved copper alloy coins date from AD
260 to AD 348 and bear portraits from the House of Constantine. They could have been a
person’s savings, a soldier’s wages or a payment. Recently declared treasure by the British
Museum, the Treasure Valuation Committee is now determining the hoard’s worth, which is
expected to be under £100,000. Exeter’s Royal Albert Memorial Museum hopes to buy the
Seaton Down hoard.
(The Independent, 26 September 2014)
***

Dr Andrew Birley, Director of Excavations at Vindolanda, has discovered a wooden toilet

seat in the deep pre-hadrianic trenches. There are many examples of stone and marble seat
benches from across the Roman Empire, but this is thought to be the only surviving wooden
seat. The perfectly preserved seat was discarded with the rubbish left behind in the final fort at
the site before the start of the construction of Hadrian’s Wall in the early second century. The
wooden seat will take up to 18 months to conserve, after which it will be displayed at the
Roman Army Museum.
(Vindolanda Trust, 27 August 2014)
***

A precious hoard of Roman and Late Iron Age

coins has been found in a cave. A
member of the public discovered four coins in the cave in Dovedale in the Peak District, which
led to a full-scale excavation of the site. It is thought to be the first time that coins from these
two civilisations have been found buried together. Six of the 26 coins discovered are Roman,
and three of these pre-date the invasion of Britain in 43 AD. The coins have been cleaned by
conservation specialists at the British Museum and University College London prior to going on
permanent display at Buxton Museum.
(BBC News, Derby, 7 July 2014)
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Friends of Brading Roman Villa Lectures 2015
IN THE GARFIELD WESTON ROOM
Time; 2-30pm Tickets: £6.00. FBRV £5.00
Tickets available at the Villa reception Booking is essential.

Iron Age Isle of Wight
10th January 2015.

The History of
Cyprus.
March 2015

Pat Barber.

Exact date still to be confirmed.

Dr Tomas Kiely
Pat will be talking about the
Isle of Wight pre-the Romans.

The Fossil Man.
7th February 2015.

Martin Simpson
Martin will be talking about his vast
collection of Isle of Wight fossils.

Dr Kiely is the Curator of the Cypriot
Department of Greece and Rome at
the British Museum. Dr Kiely will be
talking about the History of Cyprus.
Please Note: Dr Kiely’s lecture is
being sponsored by the Roman
Society (the Society for the
Promotion of Roman Studies)
http://www.romansociety.org/
This sponsorship is in recognition of
the work done by the Friends of
Brading Roman Villa in supporting
the Villa.

Membership Report
2014 has been a good year with membership numbers increasing by 12% to 287. At the end
of September there were only 27 members currently not paid up. Hopefully these members
will be renewing before the AGM. I wish to thank those members who have been able to
continue their support.
Please remember to inform the Membership Secretary of any changes to your contact
details so our records can be kept up-to-date.

John Bryant

Membership Secretary

The Friends of Brading Roman Villa

Telephone 01983612327 / 07775606812

Reg. Charity No. 1110720
Morton Old Road, Brading, Isle of W ight, PO36 0PH
Em ail: friends@bradingrom anvilla.org.uk

www.bradingromanvilla.org.uk

FBRV Trustees and Officers
Chairman: David Reeves; Vice-Chairman: Patricia Barber; Treasurer: Harry Harrison; Membership Secretary: John Bryant
N U N T I U S i s p r i nt e d a n d p u b l i s he d b y T h e F ri en ds of Br ad i ng Rom an V i l l a.
I t d oes not nec e s s a ri l y re p re s e n t t h e vi e ws o r o p i n i o n s o f t h e S t a f f A rc h a e o l o g i s t s, o r t h e T ru s t e e s o f t he
O gl a nd e r Ro m an T r u s t , a n d n o r es p o n s i bi l i t y i s t ak e n fo r t h e ac c ur ac y o r val i di t y of t he c ont ent s .

